Surprisingly, not everyone agreed with this great idea - a fact made clear when our sign was knocked down a few days later. I repaired it the next day, and since then, there's been no repeat of vandalism. Not since Struppi appointed himself as Meadow Guard Dog, a new job he takes very seriously, even forgoing long naps so as not to miss anything. His efforts are well rewarded with new sites and sounds: insects - too numerous and quick to count - several species of native wild bees, including the fuzzy bumble bees Struppi tries in vain to stop their buzzing, moths and butterflies - all the invertebrate that need a variety of pollen and nectar. Variety that now wildflowers provide - the tall sunny *Ranunculus acris* = buttercups, (poisonous to livestock fresh, but edible as hay), towering over purple and white clover, nutritious for us, and for the soil (add nitrogen), plus you'd be hard pressed to find one clover blossom without a hungry insect nearby.

More insects bring more birds - song birds, amsel birds, finches, and blue-tits, who now have a gourmet selection of meals...a wildlife cafeteria opened 24-hours per/day!

"Mensa!" Struppi shouts, hunting menu items more to his tastes: a mouse and perhaps even a visiting marten or fox.
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